PARTS LIST:
1. FLASHER, TRAFFIC SENSOR CORP., P/N 25 DF
2. BEACON, TRIPLITE, MARK VI 120VAC WITH CLEAR LENS
3. NIPPLE, 1/2"X 6"
4. CONDUIT BODY, T 1/2"X 1/2"X 3/4" OR LB 1/2" x 3/4"
5. NIPPLE, 3/4"X 4"
6. NIPPLE, 1/2"X 6"
7. BELL, FEDERAL SIGNAL CORP., 700–120–1 HOUSED IN A FEDERAL SIGNAL CORP. GRAY WEATHER PROOF BOX, MODEL WB
8. GONG, FEDERAL SIGNAL CORP., MODEL A10

BEACON / GONG WIRING SCHEMATIC